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Neighborhood Context and Mortality Among
Older Mexican Americans: Is There a Barrio Advantage?
| Karl Eschbach, PhD, Glenn V. Ostir, PhD, Kushang V. Patel, MPH, Kyriakos S. Markides, PhD, and James S. Goodwin, MD

A growing body of research has examined the
effects of neighborhood environments on individual health. These studies have sought to
isolate the effects of communities rather than
simply of the individuals that compose them.
In other words, do neighborhood characteristics confer health risks or benefits on their
residents, independent of the individual attributes of those residents? Numerous studies
have reported a gradient effect of community
socioeconomic status, with higher morbidity
and mortality rates in economically disadvantaged neighborhoods.1–4 Similarly, several
studies have reported negative health effects
of neighborhoods with high concentrations of
African Americans. Hypersegregation of African Americans is usually viewed as the product of the exclusion and avoidance that give
rise to extreme concentrations of neighborhood poverty. Thus, discussions of racial segregation in US cities relate to discussions of
the health effects of economically disadvantaged and unhealthful inner-city settings.5–8
In this study, we focused on ethnic concentration of Mexican Americans as an aspect of
neighborhood structure that may affect the
health and mortality of older Mexican Americans. At first glance, Mexican American barrios have much in common with inner-city
concentrations of disadvantaged African
Americans. Many Mexican Americans live in
barrio neighborhoods in which the majority
of their neighbors also are of Mexican origin.
These neighborhoods typically experience
very high rates of poverty due at least in part
to the low levels of formal schooling and the
unskilled manual and service occupations of
many of their residents. Accordingly, in the
social science literature about community differentiation, barrios are sometimes equated
with African American ghettos as sites of
neighborhood disadvantage.9–11
Despite their shared economic disadvantage, there are distinct differences between
Mexican American neighborhoods and other

Objectives. We examined whether Mexican Americans living in high-density
Mexican American neighborhoods experience increased morbidity and mortality compared with the rates observed among Mexican Americans living in lowdensity areas.
Methods. We conducted a prospective analysis of a cohort of 3050 Mexican
Americans aged 65 years or older. We examined prevalence of 6 medical conditions and survival over 7 years of follow-up in relation to percentage of Mexican
Americans in the census tract.
Results. With adjustment for covariates, odds for disease prevalence among older
Mexican Americans as a function of percentage of Mexican Americans in the census tract were 0.33 (95% confidence interval [CI]=0.16, 0.71) for stroke, 0.28 (95% CI=
0.11, 0.70) for cancer, and 0.31 (95% CI=0.10, 0.98) for hip fracture. The hazard ratio
for all-cause mortality over 7 years’ follow-up was 0.64 (95% CI=0.42, 0.96).
Conclusions. Sociocultural advantages conferred on Mexican Americans by
living in high-density Mexican American neighborhoods outweigh the disadvantages conferred by the high poverty of those neighborhoods. (Am J Public
Health. 2004;94:1807–1812)

high-poverty neighborhoods. Rates of labor
force participation, intact family structures,
home ownership, and residential stability are
relatively high in many disadvantaged Mexican American neighborhoods.12–14 Community institutions and kinship support structures
that span households remain intact.15 In addition, discrimination and racial avoidance play
a smaller role in creating ethnic concentrations of Mexican Americans than in creating
similar concentrations of African Americans.16
If pathways linking neighborhood disadvantage and elevated morbidity and mortality pass
through the negative health-related effects of
disorderly and threatening environments, then
it is not clear whether neighborhood concentrations of Mexican Americans will be associated with the higher levels of morbidity and
mortality that are commonly associated with
disadvantaged neighborhoods. If the quality of
social support from kinship and community is
an important determinant of health,17,18 then
Mexican Americans who live in barrio communities may experience health advantages relative to those in other neighborhood settings;
this support may be stronger in these communities than in ethnically mixed environments
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where informal ethnic community structures
are attenuated. These health advantages may
be most salient to older persons, for whom social network support structures are an important component of successful adaptation to declining physical function.19–21
In this study, we examined the relationship
between the percentage of neighborhood residents who are Mexican or Mexican American
(hereafter “neighborhood percentage Mexican
American”) and morbidity and mortality for a
longitudinal study of a community-dwelling
sample of older Mexican Americans. We use
a file in which records for individual respondents have been linked to census data reporting the characteristics of neighborhood of residence at baseline. We examine the relationship
of community ethnic composition to morbidity for 6 medical conditions and disability at
baseline and to mortality during a 7-year
follow-up period.

METHODS
Sample
The Hispanic Established Population for the
Epidemiological Study of the Elderly (H-EPESE)
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is a panel study that examines the health status
of older community-dwelling Mexican Americans (“Mexican American” denotes persons classified as Mexican on the US Census Hispanicorigin question, whether native or foreign-born).
The initial wave of the survey was conducted
during 1993/1994. There were 3 subsequent
follow-up interviews, in 1995/1996, 1998/
1999, and 2000/2001. The H-EPESE baseline cohort of 3050 older Mexican Americans
(i.e., those aged 65 years or older) was selected
from the 5 Southwestern states of Texas, California, Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico,
using a multistage area probability cluster sample that involved selection of counties, census
tracts, census blocks, and households. In the first
stage, counties were selected if at least 6.6% of
the county population was of Mexican American ethnicity. In the second stage, census tracts
in the listed counties were selected with probability proportional to the size of their older Mexican American population. In the third stage,
census blocks were selected at random to obtain at least 400 households within each census
tract. These households were screened to identify persons in the target population of older
Mexican Americans. In-home interviews were
conducted in Spanish or English at the option of
the participant.22
The sampling procedure ensures a sample
that is generalizable to the approximately
500 000 older Mexican Americans living in
the Southwest. The 5 states in the H-EPESE
sampling frame are home to 85% of the population of Mexican Americans aged 65 years
and older living in the United States.
The response rate at baseline (1993/1994)
was 83%. Among the 3050 baseline respondents, 329 could not be located at the third
(7-year) follow-up (2000/2001). An additional 52 persons had missing responses on
questions about medical conditions or disability at baseline. Analysis was restricted to the
remaining 2669 respondents for whom medical and mortality information was complete.

Measures
Mortality. Vital status was determined for a
7-year follow-up period after the 1993/1994
baseline interview. Vital status was ascertained by field information at the 3-, 5-, and
7-year follow-up interviews and through a
search of death records for members of the

H-EPESE cohort in the Social Security Administration Death Master File. Among the
2669 respondents, 878 were reported deceased at 7-year follow-up.
Morbidity and disability. Data about the
prevalence of 6 baseline medical conditions—
stroke, cancer, heart attack, hip fracture, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus—were derived from self-report of a physician’s
diagnosis. Respondents were coded as disabled at baseline if they reported limitations
in 1 of 7 activities from a modified Katz Activities of Daily Living (ADL) scale: bathing,
using the toilet, transferring from bed to
chair, walking across a small room, personal
grooming, dressing, and eating.23
Neighborhood characteristics. Neighborhood
characteristics were measured with data from
the 1990 US Census for the 210 census tracts
in which the respondents lived at baseline. The
median population size of the tracts is 5885.24
Census tracts have been found to be a useful
approximation of neighborhood environments
in numerous studies of contextual influences
on social behavior and health.25–27 Sample respondents have a high degree of residential
stability. The median year in which respondents had moved into their current dwelling at
the 1993/1994 baseline was 1974. Neighborhood percentage Mexican American was stratified into 5 categories for tabular presentation
of baseline prevalence—0 to 29%, 30% to
49%, 50% to 69%, 70% to 89%, or 90% or
more—and was scaled from 0 to 1 in regression and hazard models. Neighborhood socioeconomic status was operationalized as the
percentage of persons living in households
with income below poverty by the census definition28 and was scaled from 0 to 1.
Conditioning adjustments. Multivariate models include adjustments for age, gender, marital status, highest school grade completed,
household income, immigrant status (foreign
vs US birth), and language of interview. Respondents were offered the choice to be interviewed in English or Spanish by bilingual interviewers. Choice of English for interview
was used as an indicator of individual-level
acculturation. Highest grade completed was
categorized as 0 to 6 years, 7 to 11 years, or
12 years or more. Household income was dichotomized as less than $10 000 vs $10 000
or more. Respondents who were missing data
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on schooling and income were retained in the
analysis, and missing status was entered as a
category in all models.

Loss to Follow-up
To investigate the effects of loss to follow-up
on the reported results, we estimated models in
which respondents lost to follow-up were included in the analysis and censored when lost
to follow-up. We reestimated models, this time
excluding all respondents from the 3 primary
sampling units with high rates and numbers of
loss to follow-up, to address concerns that poor
follow-up in these areas influenced estimates of
the effects of tract characteristics. In none of
these models did coefficients and significance
levels of estimated parameters differ substantially from the reported models. We also examined correlates of loss to follow-up, because
these losses indicate a possibly selective failure
to observe deaths in the follow-up period. Tract
percentage Mexican American was negatively
but nonsignificantly associated with loss to follow-up (odds ratio [OR]=0.58; 95% confidence interval [CI]=0.24, 1.53). The higher
rate of follow-up with increasing tract percentage Mexican American and tract poverty is
compatible with other evidence that both variables are correlated with residential stability.
Median years at address for persons in the
highest quartile of tract percentage Mexican
American at baseline was 23 years, compared
with 19 years for persons in the lowest quartile.
These patterns suggest that it is unlikely that reported findings are an artifact of selectively
high loss to follow-up from tracts with a high
percentage of Mexican American residents.

Analysis
We gathered baseline morbidity and 7-year
mortality data for the H-EPESE cohort. First,
we determined percentages of respondents
who reported a diagnosis of each of the 6
medical conditions of interest and 1 or more
activity limitations, stratified by neighborhood
percentage Mexican American, together with
coefficients from logistic regression models relating increasing neighborhood percentage
Mexican American (scaled 0 to 1) to baseline
prevalence for each condition, with adjustments for age and gender. Second, we estimated hazard ratios from Cox proportional
hazards models for the impact of neighbor-
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hood percentage Mexican American on 7-year
mortality, with adjustment for demographic,
medical condition, and disability covariates.
All models were estimated with Stata (Stata
Corp, College Station, Tex), with robust estimation of variance to adjust for tract-level clustering of outcomes. Baseline characteristics and
odds ratios were estimated with sample
weights to reflect population prevalence.

RESULTS

Note. Circles represent the size, scaled by square root, of the Mexican American population aged 65 years and older, in each
county. Shading represents the percentage of all county residents of all ages who are of Mexican origin.
Source. US Bureau of the Census.24

FIGURE 1—Number of Mexican Americans aged 65 years and older and percentage of
population Mexican American, by county, in 5 Southwestern states.

TABLE 1—Demographic Characteristics of H-EPESE Respondents, by Mexican American
Population Share in Local Environment
Neighborhood Percentage Mexican American
Characteristic
Age at baseline, %
65–74 y
75–84 y
≥ 85 y
Female, %
Married, %
Immigrant, %
English-language interview, %
Years of schooling, %
0–6
7–11
≥ 12
Schooling not reported, %
Annual household income, %
< $10 000
≥ $10 000
Income not reported, %
Mean tract poverty rate
n (unweighted)

0–29

30–49

50–69

70–89

90–100

Pa

60.3
34.0
5.7
40.9
58.6
44.2
38.2

67.2
23.4
9.4
41.9
52.6
46.1
24.8

68.5
25.9
5.6
46.0
55.6
47.1
30.0

63.6
28.7
7.7
42.5
52.7
47.0
19.7

68.4
26.0
5.7
44.3
61.5
50.2
18.5

...
0.548
0.285
0.366
0.622
0.454
0.000

62.3
23.6
11.2
2.9

63.8
19.9
14.2
2.1

69.8
18.8
10.3
1.1

74.0
14.3
9.4
2.2

76.9
12.2
9.9
1.0

...
0.011
0.095
0.129

30.1
60.6
9.3
14.3
105

41.4
44.7
13.9
20.8
363

41.7
45.2
13.1
29.5
433

49.8
37.1
13.1
35.2
1014

59.8
35.9
4.3
45.6
754

...
0.009
0.038
0.000
...

Note. H-EPESE = Hispanic Established Population for the Epidemiological Study of the Elderly.
a
The final column reports significance values for coefficient for trend of the value for each characteristic as it varies with
percentage Mexican American residing in the census tract of the H-EPESE subject. Significance values are from logistic
regression (female, married, immigrant, English-language interview), multinomial logistic regression (age, schooling, income),
or ordinary least squares regression (tract poverty rate) models.
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Older Mexican Americans in the 5 Southwestern states live in environments in which
Mexican Americans form a majority of the population at both a neighborhood and county
level. This concentration especially occurs in
areas that are in close proximity to the United
States–Mexico border (Figure 1). Among
H-EPESE respondents, 29% live within 50
miles of a port of entry on the border, and
70% live within 150 miles of such a port. Mexican Americans form an especially large share
of local populations in the Texas border region.
Table 1 shows demographic characteristics
of the sample at baseline across the 5 strata
of neighborhood percentage Mexican American. There are no significant differences
among neighborhoods in age, gender, marital
status, or immigration status of older Mexican
Americans. There are significant differences
among neighborhood environments in choice
of English-language interview, education,
household income, and neighborhood poverty rates. Older Mexican Americans with a
low percentage of Mexican American neighbors were most likely to choose an Englishlanguage interview and had the highest average levels of formal schooling, although both
years of schooling and choice of English for
the interview were low in all neighborhoods.
Table 2 shows baseline prevalence of 6 medical conditions, disability, and 7-year mortality
among older Mexican Americans as a function
of the proportion of Mexican Americans in their
neighborhoods. Also shown are the odds ratios
for each condition as a function of neighborhood percentage Mexican American, with adjustment for age and gender composition. There
is a broad and generally monotonic trend for increasing percentage of Mexican Americans in
neighborhoods to be associated with decreasing
prevalence of several of the medical conditions
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TABLE 2—Baseline Prevalence of 6 Medical Conditions, Disability, and 7-Year Mortality by
Mexican American Population Share in Local Environments

0–29

30–49

50–69

70–89 90–100

OR (95% CI) for
Condition With
Increasing
Neighborhood
Percentage
Mexican Americana

11.5
11.1
12.4
6.1
58.1
26.2
19.5
38.1

9.5
8.9
12.9
5.5
44.0
26.1
14.8
37.1

6.6
7.1
11.0
5.2
45.4
24.6
12.4
32.6

5.9
5.9
10.7
2.8
46.3
30.3
16.0
34.0

0.33 (0.16, 0.71)
0.28 (0.11, 0.70)
0.82 (0.38, 1.76)
0.31 (0.10, 0.98)
0.84 (0.49, 1.44)
1.24 (0.70, 2.23)
0.70 (0.32, 1.50)
0.60 (0.38, 0.94)

Neighborhood Percentage Mexican American

Percentage reporting medical condition
Stroke
Cancer
Heart attack
Hip fracture
Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Percentage reporting disability
7-year mortality rate

5.2
3.2
10.0
2.4
37.9
26.1
11.7
28.9

Pa

0.005
0.008
0.602
0.046
0.521
0.460
0.353
0.026

Note. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval.
a
The final columns report ORs, CIs, and significance from a logistic regression model associating increasing neighborhood
percentage Mexican American and each condition, adjusted for age and gender. Neighborhood percentage Mexican American
is scaled continuously from 0 to 1 in the regression model.

as well as with decreasing 7-year mortality. The
linear trend relating increased neighborhood
percentage Mexican American and lower disease prevalence is statistically significant for
stroke, cancer, and hip fracture. The only condition for which there is increasing prevalence
with increasing neighborhood percentage Mexican American is diabetes, although the coefficient is not statistically significant.
Table 3 shows the relationship of neighborhood percentage Mexican American and hazard of death during the 7 years of follow-up.
Model 1 shows a statistically significant trend
between increasing neighborhood percentage
Mexican American and lower age- and genderadjusted mortality. Model 2 further adjusts for
baseline health status with respect to demographic characteristics, medical conditions,
and disability at baseline. With these adjustments, the mortality advantage associated
with increasing neighborhood percentage
Mexican American increases from 0.71 to
0.64. This parameter implies that the ratio of
the hazard for 7-year all-cause mortality
among older Mexican Americans living in census tracts with a 100% concentration of Mexican American residents to that among older
Mexican Americans living in census tracts
with a 0% concentration of Mexican Americans is 0.64, with adjustment for covariates.

DISCUSSION
Mexican Americans have lower mortality
rates than non-Hispanic Whites for several of
the top 10 causes of death, which leads to
overall lower disease-related mortality in Hispanics compared with non-Hispanic Whites.31,32
This mortality advantage for a population
with low socioeconomic status has been
called the “Hispanic paradox.”33 Data from
the H-EPESE show that this advantage has a
sociospatial dimension for older Mexican
Americans: morbidity and mortality are lowest in neighborhoods with high proportions of
Mexican Americans and are greatest in neighborhoods where Mexican Americans are most
integrated with non-Hispanics.
The “barrio advantage” appears to contradict
the thesis of negative health effects of neighborhood disadvantage. Our results suggest that for
older Mexican Americans, the negative effects
of neighborhood poverty are counterbalanced
by positive effects associated with living among
a high density of Mexican Americans. The limited negative effect of neighborhood poverty
and apparent protective effects of ethnic concentration in neighborhoods for Mexican
Americans are consistent with several recent
reports from multiethnic studies for a variety of
health outcomes and behaviors.34–37
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Debates about the Hispanic paradox have
focused on competing hypotheses concerning
the protective effects of Mexican and other
Hispanic cultures versus patterns of immigration and return migration that select for better
health status.38 Hypothesized protective effects
of Mexican culture include a lower prevalence
of smoking, drinking, and recreational drug use
in some Mexican American subpopulations;
superior nutrition among less-assimilated Mexican Americans; lower levels of socially induced stress and psychiatric morbidity; and
higher levels of social support.39–44
With respect to each of these mechanisms,
it is likely that the transmission of culture has
a spatial dimension in which ethnic concentration effects operate. The map presented in
Figure 1 illustrates that a large number of
older Mexican Americans continue to live in
Southwestern environments in which Mexican
cultural influences are extremely strong. If
there are unhealthful aspects of the US culture
associated with harried lifestyles, consumption
of fast food, and atomistic social relationships,
many Mexican Americans in the Southwest
may be buffered from the full effects by continued immersion in special sociocultural environments. The older Mexican Americans represented in the H-EPESE data may benefit in
particular from stronger social support in the
face of declining physical functioning.
One limitation of the study is that the baseline data were collected for a population aged
65 years and older. In such data sets, it is always possible that the study cohort is selected
for relatively good health. One selection mechanism concerns the possibility that some older
Mexican American immigrants may return to
Mexico and that their deaths are not recorded
in data sets and the vital registration system of
the United States.29,30,38 With respect to the
current study, such outmigration—either before or after baseline—could produce the false
appearance of a protective effect of residence
in a high-percentage Mexican American neighborhood if return migration to Mexico is correlated with the onset of illness and is more
likely to occur in neighborhoods with a high
concentration of Mexican Americans.
Critical to evaluating this concern is the fact
that high neighborhood concentration of Mexican Americans does not occur only or primarily in immigrant barrios. The Southwest
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TABLE 3—Hazard Ratios and 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for 7-Year All-Cause Mortality
as a Function of Increasing Neighborhood Percentage Mexican American and Covariatesa
Variable
Neighborhood percentage Mexican
American (0–1)
Age (vs 65–74 y)
75–84 y
≥ 85 y
Female
Married
Years of schooling (vs 0–6 y)
7–11 y
≥ 12 y
Schooling not reported
Annual household income
(vs < $10 000)
≥ $10 000
Income not reported
Immigrant (vs native)
English-language interview
Neighborhood percentage
poor (0–1)
Medical condition
Stroke
Cancer
Heart attack
Hip fracture
Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Disability
Log likelihood
χ2 (df)

Model 1 Hazard
Ratio (95% CI)

P

Model 2 Hazard
Ratio (95% CI)

P

0.71 (0.53, 0.95)

0.023

0.64 (0.42, 0.96)

0.033

2.03 (1.75, 2.38)
4.59 (3.88, 5.43)
0.68 (0.60, 0.79)
...

0.000
0.000
0.000
...

1.85 (1.57, 2.17)
3.41 (2.74, 4.24)
0.60 (0.52, 0.69)
0.95 (0.81, 1.12)

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.557

...
...
...

...
...
...

1.02 (0.85, 1.23)
1.03 (0.81, 1.32)
1.45 (0.92, 2.28)

0.804
0.802
0.110

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

0.89 (0.77, 1.03)
1.15 (0.03, 1.41)
0.95 (0.84, 1.07)
0.93 (0.78, 1.11)
1.46 (0.75, 2.86)

0.122
0.193
0.398
0.424
0.266

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
–6672.1037
356.42 (4)

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

1.11 (0.89, 1.38)
1.95 (1.47, 2.57)
1.16 (0.96, 1.41)
1.33 (0.99, 1.79)
1.14 (1.00, 1.31)
1.61 (1.41, 1.85)
2.06 (1.73, 2.47)
–6632.1235
624.79 (20)

0.363
0.000
0.133
0.056
0.049
0.000
0.000
...
...

a
This table reports hazard ratios, CIs, and significances from Cox proportional hazards models associating neighborhood
percentage Mexican American and 7-year mortality. Neighborhood percentage Mexican American and neighborhood
percentage poor are continuously scaled from 0 to 1.

border region, particularly Texas and New
Mexico, is home to many concentrated Mexican American communities of long standing.
“Return” migration to Mexico is not an option
for the predominantly US-born population of
these communities. There are also several indications in the H-EPESE data that the bias
produced by return migration is small. First,
immigrant status is not strongly correlated
with tract percentage Mexican American
(r = .02). Second, there is no indication of substantial return migration to Mexico after baseline. Third, loss to follow-up, a possible indicator of unobserved emigration, is negatively

and nonsignificantly correlated with tract percentage Mexican American. Finally, there are
no significant interactions between US versus
Mexican birth and reported results. The hazard ratio for tract percentage Mexican American among US-born respondents was 0.65
(95% CI = 0.37, 1.13), compared with 0.64
for the full sample, and the associations between tract percentage Mexican American and
lower prevalence rates for cancer, stroke, and
hip fracture were strongest for the US-born.
Another possible selection effect concerns
the possibility of higher rates of mortality before baseline in high-percentage Mexican
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American neighborhoods. The presence of
such effects is made more credible when it
is noted that neighborhoods with the highest percentage of Mexican Americans in the
H-EPESE sample occur in impoverished communities close to the Texas–Mexico border
with significant deficits in sanitation and medical services.45,46 Neighborhood differences
may also be partially explained by genetic differences in the Mexican American population
living in different places. The San Antonio
Heart Study, for example, reported that
American Indian genetic admixture varied by
neighborhood type, with the highest representation in homogenous barrios and the lowest
in more integrated, high-socioeconomic-status
suburban communities.47,48 Both of these issues merit further attention to gain a full understanding of both the barrio advantage and
the epidemiological Hispanic paradox.
Our findings suggest the need for investigation of the relationship between community
characteristics and health for Mexican Americans and other immigrant and ethnic communities. The findings generalize immediately to
the older Mexican American population in
the Southwest. It remains to be explored
whether the same effects will be found for
younger populations, for more recent immigrants, and across a broader spectrum of social class contexts than those experienced by
the members of the H-EPESE cohort. Similarly, it will be useful to investigate whether
the neighborhood concentration effects reported here are associated with the environments of Mexican American numerical predominance in the immediate border region,
or whether they also occur in interior cities
where Mexican American populations form a
smaller fraction of local populations.
The influence of diversity in community environments on health may become increasingly
important for Mexican Americans because of
the increasing dispersal of Mexican Americans
outside the Southwestern states, in which this
population has historically been concentrated.
In conducting studies of the influence of such
contextual variation on health, it is important to
broaden investigation beyond the effects of
neighborhood economic characteristics that
have been the focus of most research on contextual effects. The mechanisms linking neighborhood disadvantage to poorer health out-
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comes remain an important area for research.
However, some ethnic communities may possess advantages associated with the maintenance of favorable health-related behaviors, social cohesion, and social support mechanisms
that offset negative effects of low economic
standing and poor material amenities.
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